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In July 2016 the New Yorker printed “American Exposure,”

Harvard University historian Jill Lepore’s reflection on the widely

circulated video of Philando Castile’s deadly encounter with police

officers that his girlfriend Diamond Reynolds recorded and uploaded

to Facebook. Lepore’s decision to watch the footage of Castile’s

death sets in motion a sustained reflection on visual media’s thorny

role in the long African American freedom struggle, leading her di-

rectly from Reynolds to none other than Frederick Douglass.

Recounting her viewing experience, Lepore writes:

So I forced myself to watch. And, as I did, the screen went

black—the police had thrown down Reynolds’ phone, and put

her in handcuffs—and you could only hear voices, the muted,

distant sound of Reynolds crying and praying, and closer, the ur-

gent voice of her four-year-old daughter, and right then I re-

membered that photograph of Douglass.

The image in question is a mid-1850s daguerreotype. In 1968 Life’s

portrait appeared as the cover of its special issue “The Search for a

Black Past,” printed a few months after Martin Luther King, Jr.’s,

assassination and the subsequent riots where police violently faced

off with mostly black protestors.

Douglass, we know, was deeply invested in the camera’s trans-

formative capacities.1 In the countless photographic portraits he

commissioned, Douglass proffered his own image, made legible

through a well-rehearsed syntax of respectability and liberal person-

hood, to craft visual arguments for black citizenship and its associated

rights, privileges, and protections.2 In an 1860s lecture aptly titled
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“Pictures and Progress,” Douglass elaborated what he saw as photog-

raphy’s democratic potential. Equating photographic production to

freedom, Douglass claimed the camera could “dissolve the granite

barriers of arbitrary power, bring the world into peace and unity, and

at last crown the world with just[ice], liberty, and brotherly kindness”

(qtd. in Lepore). When confronted with incontrovertible photographic

evidence of black humanity, the public would be spurred to act in de-

fense of black civil rights. The 1968 cover, Lepore maintains, was the

magazine’s attempt to sketch a historical trajectory that, with

Douglass’s portrait as a starting point, would reveal a future devoid of

racial violence and the continued repudiation of black life. In contra-

distinction to photographs taken right after King’s death (also pub-

lished in Life) and press coverage of highly violent police encounters,

Douglass’s image of embodied subjectivity was a visual reminder of

blacks’ capacity to embody citizenship, even if their so-called unruly

behavior across US cities suggested otherwise.

Although Lepore cannot account for her involuntary move

from Reynolds’s video to Douglass’s daguerreotype—“I don’t know

how to explain why I thought of that photograph while watching

Diamond Reynolds’ Facebook video of the police shooting of her

boyfriend,” she writes—like the editors of Life, “American

Exposure” endeavors to reconcile an incomprehensible black “pre-

sent” with its homologous “black past.” This is a present character-

ized by relentless assaults against black life and the wide circulation

of visual evidence of antiblack violence in the name of political re-

form. But rather than adopting a forward-looking view, Lepore

draws out the uncanny reverberations syncretizing the past and pre-

sent. Although Reynolds’s and Douglass’s camera work is separated

by more than a century, Lepore recognizes their shared confidence

in visual technology’s capacity to incite political transformation,

even as “the overwhelming evidence of history” instructs us that vi-

sual media has never been able to undermine the workings of anti-

black violence. Reminding us that there is “no technological fix for

atrocity,” Lepore’s essay implies that remaining faithful to a narra-

tive of the past that necessarily equates pictures with progress threat-

ens to undermine contemporary freedom movements and conceal

the myriad ways the past animates the present.

“American Exposure” is just one instance of a rhetorical maneu-

ver that couples photographs from two distinct eras to visualize the

failure of social progress and the precarity of twenty-first-century

black life. In August 2014, the New York Times printed two photo-

graphs of confrontations between white police and black activists—

the first from Ferguson, Missouri, and the second from 1963

Birmingham (Kennedy and Schuessler). One year later in that same

newspaper, Claudia Rankine juxtaposed photographs from Emmett
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Till’s 1955 open casket funeral with those of mourners in the after-

math of the 2015 Charleston, South Carolina, church massacre. At

stake in these pairings is the production of evidence capable of recog-

nizing historical continuity, overlap, and transformation, that is, proof

that the contemporary moment is best understood through its cotermi-

nous relationship to the past. At the same time, these projects recog-

nize the need for a visual language and practice that recognize the

forms of black life that fall out of the camera’s field of vision, those

figures who, like Reynolds, lurk in the “black space” of the frame

where they can never be fully visualized, documented, or captured.

The impulse to map a relationship between the past and the

present represents a dominant philosophy of history, one that insists

upon historical continuities, rather than ruptures, and attends to reso-

nances across institutions, ideologies, policies, and economic struc-

tures traditionally assigned to discrete historical epochs. In black

literary and cultural studies, this critical orientation manifests itself

as the afterlife of slavery. Within this framework, the persistent de-

nial of black civil and social rights, the longing for an unattainable

past, and the unfulfilled promise of emancipation demonstrate slav-

ery’s enduring presence in the twenty-first century. As Saidiya

Hartman cogently explains,

If slavery persists as an issue in the political life of black

America, it is not because of an antiquarian obsession with by-

gone days or the burden of a too-long memory, but because

black lives are still imperiled and devalued by a racial calculus

and a political arithmetic that were entrenched centuries ago.

This is the afterlife of slavery—skewed life chances, limited ac-

cess to health and education, premature death, incarceration, im-

poverishment. (6)

Instead of comprehending the twenty-first-century prison-industrial

complex or reproductive polices as “new,” thinking by way of the

afterlife of slavery tracks correspondences between the so-called

past and the world that we regard as “postracial” and “new.” Rather

than simply drawing comparisons between the past and the present,

a robust study of slavery and its afterlife is concerned with that

which endures across time and space, yet cannot be assimilated into

narrow definitions of the past and the present; it is a framework that

investigates how dominant modes of knowledge production relegate

certain injustice, injuries, and inconsistencies to the past in order to

construct a progressive narrative of freedom and agency.

In recent years, a wide-reaching and diverse scholarship has

emerged to grapple with the conceptual workings of the afterlife of

slavery. Building upon Hartman’s conception, this work charts how

Rather than simply
drawing comparisons
between the past and
the present, a robust
study of slavery and
its afterlife is . . . a
framework that
investigates how
dominant modes of
knowledge production
relegate certain
injustice, injuries, and
inconsistencies to the
past in order to
construct a
progressive narrative
of freedom and
agency.
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slavery structures intimacy (Christina Sharpe), the prison-industrial

complex (Dennis Childs), and reproduction (Alys Weinbaum), to

name just a few. Lepore’s turn to visual technology and the New York
Times’s photographic pairings invite us to organize discussions of

slavery and its hold through the matter of (visual) evidence. If visual

media are inextricably linked to narratives of (racial) progress (�a la

Douglass), then where do we find the evidence of an incomplete free-

dom project, of that which moves in excess of dominant narratives,

archives, and visual techniques and technologies, in the “black space”

as it were? What archives, methodologies, and media can illuminate

history’s relentless cycles, and the temporal impasse that sutures the

past to the present? This requires reconciling what Sharpe describes

as the challenge of “the longue durée of Atlantic chattel slavery, with

black fungibility, antiblackness, and the gratuitous violence that

structures black being,” with evidence’s tendency to reduce black life

to a mere object, a move that necessarily requires expanding the ge-

neric parameters of evidence beyond the photographic, to include a

range of mediums, practices, and genres (“Black Studies” 59).

The books considered here offer insightful and timely answers

to these questions, providing new sites, and sights, from which to

study slavery and its afterlife. Foregrounding representation and vi-

sual technology’s role within an incomplete freedom project,

Kimberly Juanita Brown’s The Repeating Body: Slavery’s Visual
Resonance in the Contemporary finds evidence of slavery’s endur-

ing hold in black artists’ and writers’ ongoing struggle to visualize

the black female body. In Dark Matters: On the Surveillance of
Blackness, Simone Browne develops a model for practicing surveil-

lance studies that locates its origins in chattel slavery’s racializing

technologies. Browne finds evidence of slavery’s constitutive force

in everything from contemporary biometrics discourse to TSA poli-

cies. While Brown and Browne are invested in unveiling the contin-

ued workings of slavery’s logic, Soyica Diggs Colbert, Robert

Patterson, and Aida Levy-Hussen throw the entire enterprise into

question. Their edited volume The Psychic Hold of Slavery:
Legacies in American Expressive Culture queries chattel slavery’s

status as the touchpoint for theorizing African American politics,

aesthetics, and culture. This expertly curated collection asks whether

the particularities of the twenty-first century are actually best com-

prehended as a contemporary instantiation of slavery. Together,

these projects insist upon unsettling slavery’s status as a discrete his-

torical event while expanding the shape of its vestiges.

Working at the intersection of visual studies and feminist theory,

Kimberly Juanita Brown is most explicit in her commitment to un-

earth the discernibly visible traces of slavery, what she describes as

“the visual properties of the slave’s memory” (8). “The resonant
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echoes of slavery’s memory,” she explains, “have a genealogy that is

repetitive, and rituals and gestures that are cadet and fluid” (8). Brown

identifies the writing by Gayl Jones, Toni Morrison, and Octavia

Butler, and the visual art of Carrie Mae Weems, Mar�ıa Magdalena

Campos-Pons, and Faith Ringgold, as particularly generative partici-

pants whose works disclose the persistent expressions of gendered vi-

olence that “lurk” and “skulk” just beyond our field of vision yet

endure across time, genres, and geographies. The recurrence of partic-

ular historical figures (such as Sally Hemings), tropes (the fragmented

body), and stereotypes (the sexually aggressive black female) in litera-

ture and art, Brown argues, reveals “[black artists’] refusal to forget, a

refusal to bend to the will of nearly two hundred years of fierce rhetori-

cal denial” (11). Thus Brown aims to unveil the black female body in

all of her complexity, sifting through the “the legacies of sexual su-

premacy and memory, historical amnesia and erasure, [and] cultural

avoidance” that continue to structure our twenty-first-century knowl-

edge of slavery and the role of gender therein (56).

As Brown notes in the introduction, Jennifer Morgan,

Hartman, Sharpe, and Hortense Spillers have charted this terrain.

Her intervention through an expansive mobilization of visual culture

encompasses photography, visual art, literature, and the body. In

other cases, photographic idioms and techniques, like double expo-

sure and the stereograph, surface as productive metaphors for appre-

hending the “totality” of New World slavery—its nuances,

contradictions, and continuities. Perhaps because of Brown’s exten-

sive approach to visual culture, terms like afterimage and double ex-
posure are tasked with performing a great deal of work; at times, it

is difficult to track how and why something like the afterimage is ac-

tually serving the book’s argument. But when they are successfully

deployed, these technical terms illuminate what is at the heart of

Brown’s project: the temporal suspension and reading strategy that

is key to recognizing slavery’s contemporary presence.

This is on full display in the first chapter, “Black Rapture:

Corporeal Afterimage and Transnational Desire.” Extending Mary

Ann Doane’s theory of the afterimage as a “persistence of vision”

that exceeds the temporal and material boundaries of the photograph

itself, Brown advances the “after image” as a dominant “temporal

motif” that binds “black women to the cultural narratives that have

been used to placate black Atlantic subjectivities in flux” (11).

Viewing the careers of three enslaved women, Hemings, Margaret

Garner, and Chica da Silva, Brown unearths the layers of meaning

that define them, liberating them from dominant historical accounts.

In her reading of Garner, the woman who famously inspired

Morrison’s Beloved (1987), Brown illuminates the curious erasure

of sexual violation in the nineteenth-century archive. While court
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transcripts comment upon her status as a “mulatto” woman and her

children’s “near white” appearance, Garner is imaged as darker

skinned with all-male children. Such omissions, Brown maintains,

obfuscate a history of sexual violence, one in which Garner’s

mixed-race identity indexes rape and coercion. Reading Garner

through the afterimage, Brown concludes, discloses white paternity

as that which lingers on and beyond black women’s bodies, while

also marking out the conflicts that manifest in sites as diverse as

Ringgold’s Slave Rape Series and the advertising campaign for the

1995 film Jefferson in Paris.
Each of the remaining chapters focuses on a particular iteration

of repetition. The second chapter deploys double exposure to theo-

rize how black mothers’ status as both “person and property” produ-

ces the fragmentation that “frames the meaning of black

motherhood within and beyond slavery” (60). Departing from an ex-

plicit focus on visual idioms, chapter three, “The Boundaries of

Excess,” explores how iconography of armed black women resolves

contemporary post–Civil Rights racial tensions, while the final chap-

ter, “The Return,” investigates the recurring presence of the fecund,

spiritual, and timeless black female in literature.

Although Brown makes ample use of photographic discourse

and theory, she reserves her most sustained reading of photography

for the epilogue. Here Brown offers a sweeping and persuasive read-

ing of photography’s capacity to register and interrogate the “demar-

cations of the ocular that others have neglected” (191). In her

beautifully crafted reading of Weems’s series “Roaming” (2006),

Brown convincingly argues for photography’s capacity to evince the

traces of history’s circuitous and repeating route. As Brown sees it,

the technology facilitates a theory of memory and history that is

both self-reflexive, “constantly looking back on itself,” and repeti-

tious, “continually duplicating the frame” (194). In this regard,

Brown’s work is as engaged with the study of slavery and its after-

life as it is with recent investigations of black visuality, such as Fred

Moten’s In the Break (2003) and Tina Campt’s Image Matters
(2012). Like them, Brown foments a visual epistemology that simul-

taneously rescues the medium from the binary logic that treats pho-

tography as a tool of either liberation or violence, instead proffering

a way of seeing that can imagine and envision the forms of black

subjectivity that disrupt the photographic frame.

If repetition is a “thematic production” that “brings the figura-

tion of slavery into being with the force of modernity” (Brown 13),

then it is also present in The Repeating Body’s argumentative logic.

Throughout the argument, authors, texts, and images recur, most no-

tably Beloved, which organizes each chapter. Beloved is a logical

touchstone. It furnishes the lexicon for critics theorizing the slave
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past, creating what Stephen Best describes as the “Beloved moment”

(465). As Chris Freeburg reminds us, “ghosting” and “haunting,”

which are pivotal terms within any late-twentieth-century discussion

of slavery and literature, are invariably routed through the novel. In

Brown’s study, Beloved serves a dual purpose. On one hand, the

novel exemplifies the theory of history motivating Brown’s enter-

prise: the idea that the past is never really past. On the other,

Brown’s (re)turn to Beloved engenders a kind of repetitious reading

practice, one attuned to the temporal suspension structuring slavery

and its afterlife. Brown’s ability to produce scholarship that doubles

as rubric for ethical reading, where reading ethically is recognizing

the past’s coevality with the present, is one of the project’s primary

contributions.

The Psychic Hold of Slavery also invokes Beloved as a primary

interlocutor. While Brown summons Beloved as a “a novel that pain-

fully lays bare the reiterative qualities of slavery’s burdens” (13), in

The Psychic Hold of Slavery, Morrison’s novel is an entry point to

contemplate slavery’s emergence as the central metaphor, topic, and

event in African American literary studies and political discourse. In

a meticulously crafted introduction, Colbert poses this as an interest

in blacks’ “inability—or unwillingness—to get over slavery” (3).

Rather than beginning from the assumption that slavery is the “most

extreme feature of a system of domination,” the collection works to

“better understand how the primary loss with associated with slavery

manifests in cultural production and criticism in the twenty-first cen-

tury” (3). What happens, the editors ask, when the primacy of slav-

ery is displaced? And why is it so difficult to do so? Through an

engagement with key themes—time, representation, memory—and

modes—poetry, drama, film, fiction, and comics—the collection

clears space for a sustained, responsible meditation on slavery and

its afterlife.

Debates concerning the afterlife of slavery knit the collection

together. Yet neither Colbert’s introduction nor the individual essays

utilize the phrase much, although as in Brown’s work, Morrison and

Hartman each receive ample citation. Instead of taking the afterlife

of slavery as a truism, each author carefully considers its constitutive

parts. GerShun Avilez, for instance, investigates the widespread use

of the term social death, arguably one of the most called-upon terms

in recent studies of slavery and the contemporary. Avilez points out

that despite its deployment as a shorthand for “a torpid black interi-

ority that can appear will-less,” social death is deeply concerned

with questions of embodiment, performance, and enactment (107).

With this reorientation in mind, the essay names drama as a produc-

tive site for (re)considering the workings of social death; that is,
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drama reminds us that studies of the afterlife of slavery must attend

to life.

Given the volume’s explicit investment in exploring the psy-

chological grip of slavery, it is not surprising that trauma theory and

its related grammar is an overriding concern for many contributors.

Aida Levy-Hussen asserts the continued value of trauma studies

within “impassioned debates about the psychological, moral, and po-

litical value of cultivating affective ties to the African American

slave past” (195). She returns to Beloved to invoke a reading of

trauma studies that is not so much about possessing the lost object (a

slave past) as it is with recognizing the unobtainability of that loss.

Like Levy-Hussen, Margo Natalie Crawford’s expertly crafted essay

challenges the scholarly tendency to position mourning and melan-

cholia as polar opposites. Rather than framing the slave past as

something to be repaired and possessed (melancholia) or given up

(mourning), Crawford offers the “post-neo-slave narrative” as a

genre that advances an “antibinary, liminal space of melancholy that

cannot be untangled from mourning” (70). In doing so she pivots

away from Beloved and names Morrison’s 2008 novel A Mercy,

along with Edward P. Jones’s The Known World (2003), Monifa

Love’s Freedom in the Dismal (1998), and Amiri Baraka’s 1964

play The Slave, as representative of this particularly late-twentieth-

and early-twenty-first-century literary project. The “post-net-soul

narrative,” she suggests, makes “public the depths of the unknow-

ability of the psychic hold of slavery” (74). From the “ad-hoc” terri-

tory from which A Mercy unfolds to Jones’s landscape where blacks

are slaveholders to the improvisatory multimedia structure of Love’s

Freedom in the Dismal, by imagining and attending to slavery as an

“unknown wilderness,” this genre narrative pushes readers “outside

of the discourse that makes slavery legible” as a discrete historical

event and into “wilderness slavery created for its enslaved subjects”

where nothing about the past is certain, knowable, or representable

(72). Although Crawford limits her discussion to literary texts, the

reading practice she advances, attuned as it is to that which cannot

be contained within authorized narratives or representational strate-

gies, doubles as a rubric for approaching a range of media. What, for

instance, might it look like to theorize the visual evidence of anti-

black police violence as unknowable and incalculable?

The most trenchant engagement of the idea of slavery’s after-

life and its constitutive grammar emerges in Douglas A. Jones, Jr.’s,

“The Fruit of Abolition.” Jones challenges what he sees as the pre-

vailing assumption in African American literary studies—that the

past is a ready prism for apprehending the present—and instead sug-

gests that recovering the slave past is impossible. Distancing himself

from literary scholars, including many of the volume’s essayists,
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“who turn too readily and assuredly to the history of slavery to de-

scribe and thus respond to the social and political realities of the pre-

sent,” Jones instead advocates a “reading practice that is attuned to

defeat as it is to triumph, to alterity as it is sameness” (43). For

Jones, Terrance Hayes’s 2010 poem “The Avocado” yields just the

kind of historiographical practice that he deems productive. Through

“narrative, poetic diction, and symbolic metaphors,” the ironized

historical poem “rejects narratives of historical continuity and tem-

poral compression,” and advances a model of slave history as en-

tirely irretrievable. “The Fruit of Abolition” exemplifies what I see

as one of the collection’s most significant interventions: a serious

consideration of the black literary studies’ key ideas and terms that

opens up, rather than forecloses, new discussion.

The representational challenges that Jones distinguishes—the

idea that slavery has never been amenable to visual or literary

representation—are further explored throughout the volume.

Slavery’s representational conundrums are certainly not new.

Indeed, as early as the 1850s, black artists were confronted with the

conceptual and aesthetic challenges posed by the peculiar institution

whose logics often exceeded the imaginable. Many of the essays ex-

pand this familiar conversation by considering how particular media

and mediums enable or foreclose the long history of structural op-

pression. Robert Patterson, for example, considers whether a com-

mercial film like Steve McQueen’s 12 Years a Slave can ever

address both the institution itself and the trenchant form of antiblack

racism that “continues to threaten the democratic nation” (22).

Brandon Manning suggests that for black comics like Dave

Chappelle, the return to slavery as a theme reveals comedians’ ongo-

ing investment in using laughter to “get over” or redress injuries of

the past and suture historical fissures. For Manning, the frequency

with which black comedians turn to slavery and bondage as a topic

“acknowledges the impact of slavery on conceptions of blackness”

as well as “the impossibility of a realistic representation of slavery

in the contemporary moment” (154). Michael Chaney offers graphic

novels as a productive alternative to the seeming inability of film

and television to ethically render a slave past. In the world of com-

ics, he argues, the artist is free to represent the slave within a larger

network of diasporic experiences, experiences often irreducible to

narrative, speech, or realism in general. Colbert delivers a refreshing

analysis of Spike Lee’s 2000 film Bamboozled. Attending to the

film’s technical elements, production history, and narrative, Colbert

argues Bamboozled illustrates how “the history of commodity pro-

duction in the United States circumscribes blackness in the twenty-

first century and limits black people’s ability to upset the governing

norms of racial misrepresentation” (128). Yet, rather than leaving
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her argument in a place that suggests that blacks are unable to navi-

gate the precarious landscape of racial representation, a landscape

that renders them alternately objects and abject, Lee’s “filmic

techniques”—from his decision to shoot digitally to certain framing

and compositional mechanisms—“may upset the notion that the ap-

pearance of blackness is limited to the perception of white optics

and instead show black subjects in a new light” (128).

If The Psychic Hold of Slavery is serious about probing our

tendency to theorize contemporary structural oppression by drawing

a direct and continuous line to the slave past, then Simone Browne

defends this logic persuasively in Dark Matters. For Browne, the

only way to make sense of our present moment, one that is defined

by surveillance and antiblackness, is to turn directly toward New

World slavery, where she locates the vestiges of chattel slavery in

surveillance technology. In so doing, she forwards surveillance as a

visual practice and a regulatory technology, one that has always

been concerned with blackness and thus is linked necessarily to the

project of North American chattel slavery and the idea of a belated

emancipation. Drawing directly upon the key terms that animate an

understanding of the afterlife of slavery, Browne contends that

unfinished emancipation suggests that slavery matters and the

archive of transatlantic slavery must be engaged if we are to cre-

ate a surveillance studies that grapples with its constitutive gene-

alogies, where the archive of slavery is taken up in a way that

does not replicate the racial schema that spawned it and that it

reproduced, but at the same time does not erase its violence.

(13)

While Browne draws on language that is by now quite familiar, she

diverges from the other studies considered here in that she routes her

reading through social science and surveillance studies, as well as

literature and visual culture. In this way, Browne fills in what is per-

haps one of the few lapses in The Psychic Hold of Slavery—an anal-

ysis that moves beyond literature and film.

Browne is serious when she propounds the necessity of creat-

ing a new model of “doing” surveillance studies. In order to wrestle

with blackness as simultaneously “unperceivable within the study

surveillance” and essential to maintaining a “racialized disciplinary

society” (9), Dark Matters develops a critical praxis at the intersec-

tion of feminist scholarship, surveillance history, sociological the-

ory, and critical race scholarship. With this methodological

framework in place, Browne advances a number of new terms to

surveillance studies’ critical vocabulary. Most notable here is “dark

sousveillance.” A variation on the popular term “sousveillance,”
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dark sousveillance signals a way to theorize furtive relationships to

surveillance technology. Whereas sousveillance enables people to

ameliorate the effects of surveillance by collecting data on it,

Browne describes dark sousveillance “as a way to situate the tactics

employed to render one’s self out of sight,” a strategy for “contend-

ing with antiblack surveillance” (21). As a mode of social practice

and a reading strategy, dark sousveillance identifies the roots of sur-

veillance practices that have also gone unnoticed. Ultimately, dark

sousveillance opens up a litany of case studies and archival exam-

ples that bolster Browne’s claim about the dark underbelly of sur-

veillance. Through the lens of dark sousveillance, for instance,

Henry Box Brown becomes as important to the field of surveillance

studies as Michel Foucault. Likewise, the recorded cases of fugitive

slaves in the eighteenth-century Book of Negroes emerge as crucial

to understanding the roots of the US passport.

The thoroughly innovative methodology of Dark Matters
comes into sharp focus in its first chapter, “Notes on Surveillance

Studies.” Here Browne begins the work of “center[ing] the condi-

tions of blackness” to a theorizing of surveillance by recounting an

alternative origin story of Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon that con-

nects the economist’s vision to transatlantic slavery (33). As Browne

recounts, the ship that carried Bentham to Russia, where he drafted

the initial plan for the Panopticon, was also carrying “18 young

Negresses (slaves) under the hatches” (31). Browne uses the pres-

ence of these women, who quite literally underpin the conception of

the Panopticon, one of surveillance studies’ central metaphors, to

theorize “the operation of power” through one of black studies’ cen-

tral metaphors, the slave ship (32). Having established a connection

among gender, enslavement, and the Panopticon, Browne constel-

lates a set of figures and readings to establish, revise, and extend

readings of the Panopticon. Naturally, this moves us through

Foucault’s seminal Discipline and Punish (1975), a text where the

Panopticon looms large as both structure and metaphor. But along

the way Browne moves slightly off course and into the story of

Marie-Joseph Angélique, an enslaved Canadian woman who was

publicly executed for the murder of her mistress. Like the “18

negresses” who make a cameo in Bentham’s private letters, Browne

identifies Angélique as an example of a story that could have

launched Discipline and Punish, a text that also begins with an ac-

count of an eighteenth-century public execution.

Having established the centrality of blackness to the surveil-

lance studies’ central figures and forms, the chapter provides a coun-

terarchive of (black) surveillance technologies such as the slave

ship, advertisements for runaway slaves, and the census.

Throughout, Browne also draws attention to those acts of “dark
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sousveillance,” those performances of social life that subtend official

technologies of power. Even as the census and posters advertising

runaway slaves sought to make blacks legible within recognizable

racial and gendered schemas, Browne argues that slaves evaded de-

tection by painting their faces to obscure identifying features or, as

in the famous case of William and Ellen Craft, disguising their gen-

der and racial identity altogether.

The second chapter, “‘Everybody’s Got a Little Light Under

the Sun’: The Making of the Book of Negroes,” restages the first

chapter’s method, albeit with a sharper focus on the visual culture of

surveillance. Here Browne distills “black luminosity” to describe the

means by which technologies of light double as modes of control.

Browne is a deft archivist and skillfully coordinates her readings of

New York City Lantern Laws with the idea that light is the technol-

ogy and technique of social control, bolstering her argument with ac-

counts from the Book of Negroes, a ledger containing the names of

blacks who evacuated America after the revolution. Together, these

accounts authorize a capacious history of blackness and surveillance

while demonstrating the kind of intersectional scholarship Browne

prosecutes in the introduction.

Although the first two chapters conclude with a consideration

of contemporary art and literature, chapters three and four explicitly

engage with the contemporary examples of surveillance: biometrics

and post-9/11 airport screenings. In these instances, Browne raises

urgent questions about the “underlying assumptions” that authorize

seemingly objective technologies like “passport verification ma-

chines, facial recognition software, or fingerprint template technol-

ogy” (114). At stake is the body’s mutation from fleshed subject to

quantifiable data, a transformation not altogether unlike slavery’s

dehumanizing practices.

Dark Matters is nothing if not timely. Given the accounts of re-

corded and circulated racialized violence with which I opened this

essay, Browne is right when she argues for the necessity of recon-

sidering surveillance’s shadowy life. Indeed, one can imagine an

updated epilogue that theorizes recent legislation requiring police of-

ficers to wear body cameras, and the frequent failures of those cam-

eras to either remain attached to the body or record the scenario at

all. At the same time, Dark Matters’ quick turn to the slave past,

what Colbert describes as the tendency to “collaps[e] differences be-

tween then and now” (11), risks skipping over important matters of

black surveillance. Throughout, I found myself wondering how to

make sense of the countless black social scientists like W. E. B. Du

Bois, Ida B. Wells, Kelly Miller, and Zora Neale Hurston, who uti-

lized surveillance technologies like the census, the social survey,

and anthropometry, and whose practices did not quite seem to fit
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into the rubric of dark sousveillance. In other words, even as we at-

tend to the afterlife of slavery, we must also be mindful of reaffirm-

ing the kind of periodization that too often leads to oversimplified

comparisons between then and now.

Just two weeks after Lepore’s essay was published, New York
Times columnist David Brooks once again summoned Douglass’s pho-

tographic practice, this time as a model for how politicians could le-

verage aesthetics in the name of social change. In an all-too-familiar

refrain, Brooks celebrated Douglass for his ability to retrain the pub-

lic’s racist gaze to see black subjectivity and humanity. Douglass, he

asserted, is a model for contemporary politicians and policymakers.

This well-rehearsed turn to Douglass draws us toward the importance

of the works considered here. The Repeating Body, The Psychic Hold
of Slavery, and Dark Matters collectively alert us to the danger of re-

turning to familiar pasts in order to make sense of the present. They

ask us to reconsider what counts as evidence of slavery’s hold while

directing our view toward the potentials of the “black space.”

Notes

1. See for instance Zoe Trodd’s and Henry Louis Gates’s essays in Picturing
Frederick Douglass: An Illustrated Biography of the Nineteenth Century’s Most
Photographed American ed. John Stauffer, Zoe Trodd, and Celeste-Marie Bernier

(2015), 197–216; ix–xxvii.

2. Ginger Hill convincingly draws out the relationship between Douglass’s camera

work and his investment in liberal personhood in “‘Rightly Viewed’: Theorizations

of Self in Frederick Douglass’s Lectures on Pictures,” Pictures and Progress: Early
Photography and the Making of African American Identity, ed. Maurice O. Wallace

and Shawn Michelle Smith (2012), 41–82.
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